A view upon human cultural living in the anthroposphere:
Understanding how human action is guided by desires

In this seminar we invite all participants to reflect together with us upon the fundaments of our doings in the anthroposphere. How come we do what we do, when we actually know that the consequences of our doings is altering the biosphere that supports our living. We take a look at the importance of our desires as guides for our action and reflection in our daily cultural living as human beings; do we actually want to do what we do differently? We back up our reflections with fundamental systemic laws showing the coherencies of the continuous flow of changes in our present. And we propose a manner of doings, thinkings, reflections and explanations from which a spontaneous ethical action and reflection arises in any human community, but in this case we focus on the domain of productive organizations of today. The session will allow all participants to pose questions, compart experience and converse any theme that might be of relevance at the moment.